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section l-Multiple-Ghoice Answers and Explanations

1. A The reaction is endothermic, meaning €ner'y is a reactant (appears on the left side of the equation)' Add-

ing stress to the left side increases the rate of the forward reaction, creating more products'

2. D 'weak bases do not ionize fully in solution, and most of the methylamine molecules will not deprotonate'

Thehydroxideandconjugateacidionsarecreatedinal:lratioandthereforewillbeequal'

3. D Moving across a period, atomic size d,ecreases. Therefore, element zwlllbe farthest to the right (have the

mostprotons),andthuswillhavethehighestelectronegativityvalue.

4. c There are 1 more of Nr, r more ofAr, and 2 moles of water in the container. The more fraction of nitrogen

is ll4 = 0.25.

Pr.rr= (X1qr)(P,.,"J

PN2= (0.25X2.0) = 0'50 atm

5. D 'When a covalent substance

the substance break aPart'

undergoesaphasechange,thebondsbetweenthevariousmoleculesinside

The oxidation state of copper changes from +1 to 0, meaning it has gained electrons and is being reduced'

and reduction occurs at the cathod e. Zinc'soxidation state changes from 0 to +2, meaning it has lost elec-

trons and is being oxidized, which occurs at the anode'

127 gisequal to 2 moles of copper, which is what aPPears on the balanced equation' To change one mole

of copper from +1 to 0, 1 mole of electrons is required' Twice as many moles being created means twice as

many electrons are needed'

Eun= Ena+ Eo*

1.28V=0.52Y+E"*

E"*= o'76v

-E*= Ena

E"a= -0'76Y

As the reaction progresses, [cu-] will decrease andlznz'fwill increase' \rith a lower concentration on the

reactants side and a higher concenrration on the products side, the reaction wi[ shift reft, decreasing the

overall potential ofthe reaction'

The electron transfer does not happen across the salt bridge, eliminating (c) and (D)' As the reaction

progresses and [Cu.] decreases in the copper half-cell, positively charged sodium ions are transferred in to

keep the charge balanced within the half-cell'

7.

8.

6.C

9.c

10. A
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ll. D 'W'hen Q, K", the numerator of the equilibrium expression (the product concentration) is too big, and

the equation shifts to the left. This is true for both (A) and (B), meaning [NO] would decrease. 
'When

Q . K", the numerator/product concentrations need to increase. This is the case in (C) and (D), but

NO(S) is only a product in (D).

12. A

.E.'l' :cl:
l..l, ./_l- | -

.:S:i': 'Y"-\ P-9j:
.';,/ | ,.,/ |.r | .r-l I.E. .Y.r .)_r.

'j.' .\-1.

The only tricky bit here is to remember that

valence shell.

:F:
I

,B O:C:O/\.E. ':F:
.r.

boron is considered stable with only six electrons in its

15.

13. D

14. D

16. C

18. C

At a higher remperature, the average velocity of the gas molecules would be greater. Additionally, they

would have a greater spread of potential velocities, which would lead to a wider curve.

Nitrogen only has two shells of electrons while phosphorus has three, making nitrogen smaller and more

able to attract additional electrons, meaning a higher electronegativity. Nitrogen and oxygen both have

two shells, but oxygen has more protons and an effective nuclear charge of +6 vs. nitrogen's effective

nuclear charge of+5. Thus, oxygen has a higher electronegativity.

First, the mass of the oxygen must be calculated: 29.05 g- 18.02 g- 3.03 g = 8.00 g.

Converting each of those to moles yields 0.5 moles of oxygen, 1.5 moles of carbon, and 3.0 moles of hy-

drogen. Thus, for every one oxygen atom there are three carbon atoms and six hydrogen atoms.

During sections I and II, the following reaction occurs: HrCOu@A) + OH-(aq) <+ HCOr-(aq) +HrO(l).

The endpoint of that is reached when all H2CO3 has reacted, meaning that in sections III and IV the fol-

lowing occurs: HCO3- @q) + OH-(aq) <+ COr2-(aq) +HrO(l).

pH = pK" + [HCOr-J/[HrCO3].

At a point in the graph where half of all the acid has reacted, the last part of the Henderson-Hasselbalch

equation cancels out, leaving pH = pK". The first equivalence point occurs at a volume of 10 mL, and

thus the half-equivalence point is at a volume of 5 mL. The pH at this point is 4, so: 4 = -logK". K" is

somewhere around 10-4.

A more concentrated NaOH solution means more moles of NaOH are added per drop, so a lower volume

of NaOH would be needed to add enough moles to reach the equivalence point.

If extra Ca2* ions are in solution, that means there were not enough CO.'- ions present for the Ca2* ions

to fully react.

T7.

19.
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22.

20. D

2t. D

23. A

24. A

25. c

26. C

c

28. A

29. D

30. B

yia K, = ,-fi , if LG is negative the value for K will be greater than one' Via AG -- Nr - Tz\S' AG is

always negative when AIl is negative and AS is positive'

The weaker the O-H bond is in an oxoacid, the stronger the acid will be, because the H. ions are more

likely to dissociate. The o-F bond in HoF is stronger than the o-cl bond in Hocl because fluorine

is smaller (and thus more electronegative) than chlorine. If the O-F bond is stronger, the O-H bond is

correspondingly weaker, making HOF the stronger acid'

The oxidation srare of nitrogen in NO is +2. If the nitrogen is reduced, that value must get more negatiYe'

The oxidation state of nitrogen in N, is 0, so that fits the bill. The oxidation state on the nitrogen in the

other choices is greater than +2.

A buffer is made up of either a weak acid and its salt or a weak base and its salt. Choice (B) has a strong

acid and strong base, (c) has a strong acid and its salt, and (D) has a weak acid and a weak base'

HcN will lose its proton to the hydroxide, creating a conjugate base and water.

The mass of the mixture is 200.0 g-this is from the volume being 200.0 mL and the density of the mix-

ture being 1.0 g/ml. AZis 7.0"C and c is 4'2Jtg"C'

Q = mcLT

q = Q00.0 g)(a.2 JltC)(7.0'C) = 5880 J x 5'9 kI

This is an exothermic reacdon; therefore heat is generated as a product. An increase in temperature thus

causes a shift to the left, decreasing the numerator and increasing the denominator in the equilibrium

expression. This decreases the overall value ofK

The NaOH is limiting (0.050 mol vs. 0.100 mol in the original reaction), and adding even more €xcess

HCN will not change the amount of HCN that acutally reacts with OH-. So, the value for A'FI*. stays

the same. However, the overall mixture will have a greater mass (300'0 g), which means the temperature

change will not be as large.

In a polar solvenr, polar molecules will be the most soluble (like dissolves like). Of the four options'

methanol and acetone would both have dipoles, but those of methanol would be significantly stronger

due to the H-bonding.

potassiumt first valence electron is in the fourth energy level, but both chlorine and argont first valence

electron is in the third energy level.

Ct'.needs to gain three electrons to reduce into Cr(s), while Mg(s) loses 2 electrons to oxidize into Mg2.'

To balance the electrons, the reduction half-reaction must be multiplied by two and the oxidation half-

reaction must be multiplied by three in order to have six electrons on each side. The nitrate ion is a spec-

tator and would not appear in the net ionic equation'

27.
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31. Increasing the pressure in an equilibrium reaction with any gas molecules causes a shift to the side with

fewer gas molecules-in this case' the product'

During a phase change, all of the energy added goes towards breaking the intermolecular forces holding

the molecules together. During this time, the speed of the molecules (and thus the temperature) does not

rise.

In an endothermic reaction, heat is transferred into the reaction system.

None of the options would decrease the rate of reaction, which would be required for the half-life of the

reactant to increase.

To derermine the number of moles of so, created, stoichiometry must be used.

I mol sor 
= 4 mol So.SOr: 4 mol SO, 

" ffir rO,

or, 6 mol o, . ffi = 12 mol sog

The oxygen is in excess, and only 2.0 mol of it will react. (As every 2.0 mol of so, react with 1 mol of

Or.) Thus,4.0 mol of SO, are created and 4'0 mol of O, remain'

If 4.0 mol of SO, are created and, 4.0 mol of O, remain, there are 8'0 mol of gas present after the rea'c-

tion. Prior to the reaction there were 10.0 mol of gas. If there are 8/10 = 80%o as many moles after the

reaction, there is also 80o/o as much Pressure'

If all gases are at the same temperature, they have the same amount of kinetic energy' Given that

KE = Vz mv2, if allhree gases have the same KE, rhe gas with the least mass must have the highest veloc-

ity in order to comPensate.

One of the assumpdons of kinetic molecular theory is that the amount of intermolecular forces between

the gas molecules is negligible. If the molecules are moving very slowly, as happens when the temPerature

is lowered, the IMFs between them are more likely to cause deviadons from ideal behavior'

The strength of an acid is dependent on the amount it dissociates in solution. A low dissociation is signi-

fied by a low presence of hydrogen ions. The weakest acid is 3, (c).

60.0 s 0.75 C I mol e- I mol Cu .. 63'55 g Cu
5'0mint t.o*i" 

* r.o, 
ttosooc tt*oF ^I tnol6

33. A

34. D

32. A

35. C

37. A

38. c

39. c

40. A

35.
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4r. c

42. D

43. D

44. C

45. C

46. A

47. A

49. C

50. c

48.

Nitrate has a bond order of 
(1 + 3) 

= l.33.Nitite has a bond order of 9P= 1.5' A higher bond order
32

means shorter and stronger bonds.

Mass spectrometry is used to determine the masses for individual atoms of an element. Through mass

spectrometry, it is proven that each element has more than one possible mass.

Entropy is a measure of a system's disorder. In a larger fask, the gas molecules will spread farther apart

and become more disordered.

The only species that is present at t = 0 is the NOr, allowing us to identify line III. 'Sfhen identifying line

I vs. line II, the NO will be generated twice as quickly as the O, due to the coefficients, meaning tNO]

will increase about twice as quickly as [Or1.

At equilibrium, the concenrrations of all species in the reaction are remaining constant, which shows up

as a flat line on the graph. The rate of both the forward and reverse reactions are constant at equilibrium.

The only factor that can affect the value of the equilibrium constant is temperature. If the temperature

does not change, neither does the equilibrium constant.

If additional O, were injected into the conrainer, the reaction would shift left, increasing the amount of

NO, present. Eventually, the reaction would reach equilibrium again, meaning the lines would level out.

To determine the change in concentration at a specific time, we would need the slope of the line at that

point. As the line is curved, the only way to do that (without calculus) is to draw a line tangent to the

curve at that point and measure its slope.

The overall rate law is always equal to the rate law for slowest elementary step, which can be determined

using the coefficients of the reactants. In this case, rate = k[NOr][Fr]. To get the overall order, we add the

exponents in the rate law: 1 + 1 = 2.

lJse MrV, = MrVrto determine the necessary volume of stock solution.

(r8.0 MVt = (3.0 MQ.o L)

\-- 0.167 L = 167 mL

\7hen creating solutions with acid, you always add some water first, as the process is extremely exother-

mic and the water will absorb the generated heat.

The temperature increase is indicative of energy being released, meaning the reaction is exothermic. The

entropy (disorder) of the system is increasing as it moves from three gas molecules to five.

5r.
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55.

i2. D

53. B

54. D

56. C

57. c

i8. D

i9. c

60. D

The overall reacrion (excluding spectator ions) is: 2OH- + Cu2* -+ Cu(OH)r(s). Both the K. and the NOr-

are spectator ions which are present in solution both before and after the reaction. Additionally, if equi-

molar amounts of the two reactants are initially present, the OH- will run out before the Cu2*, meaning

that some Cu2* ions will also be present in the final solution.

Vapor pressure is dependent on intermolecular forces. The weaker the IMFs are' the easier it is for mole-

cules to escape from the surface of the liquid. To begin, polar molecules have stronger IMFs than nonPo-

lar molecules. Methanol and ethanal are both polar, but methanol has hydrogen bonding meaning it has

stronger IMFs (and thus a lower vapor pressure) than ethanal. Ethene and propane are both nonpolar,

but propane is larger meaning it is more polarizable than ethene and thus has stronger IMFs and lower

vapor pressure.

'W'ater 
is polar, and using "like dissolves like," we know that only polar solvents will be able to fully mix

with it to create a homogenous solution.

Both are nonpolar, but propane has a lot more electrons and thus is more polarizable than ethene.

Catalysts work by creating a new reaction pathway with a lower activation energy than the original path-

way.

The molecule would be the most srable when it has the largest attractive potential energ1t which is repre-

sented by a negative sign.'While the magnitude of the potential energy may be larger at (A), it is repulsive

at that point because the nuclei are too close together.

Adding (or removing) any species in an equilibrium reaction does not change the equilibrium constant

and also does not change the magnitude of the Gibbs free energy at standard conditions.

A positive ly' means the reaction is endothermic, so the products have more bond energy than the reac-

tants. The difference between the energy levels of the products and reactants is equal to LH. (The dif-

ference between the energy level of the reactants and the top of the hump is the value for the activation

energy.)

The goal of creating an alloy is often to make the base metal stronger. This means that alloys of any type

have less malleability than the metals from which they are created.
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